RAVENSCOURT
PARK

R is for lovely smells of roses and
rosemary in the gardens
A is for

all the animals, like ducks,
coots and dogs

V is for the varieties of vegetables in
the glasshouses

Discovery Trail

E is for enjoying riding your bike

Explore your
local environment

N is for noticing nature right next to our
school
S is for swans in the lake and sweets
from the cafe
C is for Canada geese and the cafe to
eat ice cream
O is for outdoors in nature is really
refreshing
U is for sitting underneath the weeping
willow tree
R is for routes around the park so you
know where you’re going
T is for new baby tadpoles, slithering
like snakes in the pond
P is for peaceful personal space, and
the pond full of wildlife
A is for

adventurous times in the
playground

R is for rubbing the nice smelling
leaves
K is for kiwi plants in the greenhouse
and kicking a ball around

Original art work and words by Flora Gardens Year 4 (2014)
With thanks to funding from Hammersmith United Charities

Hammersmith & Fulham Urban Studies Centre
The Lilla Huset
191 Talgarth Road
London W6 8BJ
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Flora Gardens Primary School with
Hammersmith & Fulham Urban Studies
Centre explored Ravenscourt Park
together to make this Discovery Trail.
Look inside, follow our trail and discover
more about the area. Try some fun
activities as you go!
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4. Sit underneath the weeping willow tree for a perfect view of the lake
and watch the wildlife, including swans and beautiful tufted ducks.
The lake was formerly part of the moat of the old Palingswick
Manor. In the 1930s people used to take boats out to the island!
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5. There are lots of opportunities for being active and having fun in the
park. Make sure you visit one of its adventurous playgrounds.(There
is also a paddling pool and tennis courts in the park!)
6. Have you ever wandered beyond the playground into the wildlife
area? In this quiet place you may see frogs, toads and lots of
different birds. Look carefully into the pond and you may glimpse
tadpoles, pond skaters, leeches and other small animals. Be really
careful next to the water and please do not disturb the wildlife in this
special place!
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7. Cool down with delicious ice-cream in the
café, a handsome building which was
once the Georgian stable block of
Ravenscourt House.
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2. Ravenscourt Park has a long history dating from the 13th Century
when it was part of the grounds of Palingswick Manor.The manor
house was rebuilt as Ravenscourt House in 1740 but had to be
demolished after being bombed in 1941.
3. Behind the café, Hammersmith Community Gardens Association
offers all sorts of fun activities in the glasshouses, helping us learn
all about plants and how to grow our own food
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1. Just off the hustle and bustle of King Street, Ravenscourt Park is
Hammersmith’s biggest and best green space, so easy to get to it
even has its own tube station
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8. After all that exploring, why not
relax in the beautiful walled
garden with its climbing roses
and scented plants? A great
place to eat your ice cream
and relax with a good book!

